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EDITORIAL CARTOON

HIGH ON LIFE
Not even twice
By Bjorn Bergeson
A night of increasingly poor decisions put me in the cab of a
giant black pickup truck. The truck was parked behind a bowling alley. I was crumpled up next to a gigantic sub-woofer with
my friend and a complete stranger up front. The stranger was
selling my friend meth. For some reason, I was along for the
ride.
It was winter. It was cold. There was nothing good about any
of this.
The dealer shoved me a plastic lid with lines of meth on top
and said, “Do it.” I knew I didn’t have a choice. I could tell from
the gun rack by my head that this guy was well armed, and
thought I might be a narc. The only way to prove that I wasn’t a
cop — and not get shot — was to do the meth.
That was the stupidest moment of my life.
My friend was tying an elastic band around her arm and fixing herself a needle. She kept telling me to look out the back
window of the truck, because she didn’t want me to see her being dumb. I guess it was a pride thing.
I can tell you that snorting meth is like snorting a mixture of
glass shards and razorblade fragments. Yes. That good. The only
surprising thing is you don’t bleed on contact.
Back home, away from the psychotic gun-wielding meth dealer, I tried to relax. But I couldn’t. I could only be angry and uptight. Every fiber of me felt stretched taut. My jaw was clenched
like a vice grip for hours.
The best-case scenario with meth is that you can’t sleep, and
you feel like shit. There is no upside. You get a burst of alertness,
and then a long hellish ride to the come down. And it’s highly
addictive, so while you’re not sleeping and feeling like shit, you
actually want more of the garbage that made you feel that way
in the first place.
Meth won’t make you pretty. It won’t make you happy. All
it will do is strip you of your humanity and teeth. You’ll pick
your skin until you’re a walking scab. You’ll rip off your friends
and loved ones. You will become nothing more than a pathetic
junkie wastoid.
There is no safe way to do meth. You can smoke it, snort it or
inject it, and it doesn’t really matter. You’re still doing a dangerous drug stupidly.
All the people I know who have managed to kick meth say
their time on it was the most depraved years of their lives. I’ve
lost some good people to meth. That friend of mine in the truck
wound up in prison. I knew a few people who died, either from
the drug itself or because of their fucked up meth buddies. I
can’t say that about any other drug.
That is why I hate Breaking Bad and I’m glad it’s almost over.

BIG
Big ups to Baltimore Raven
Jacoby Jones for losing a fight
with a stripper. Let’s not judge
him, we’ve all been there at
one time or another. But getting smashed in the face with a
champagne bottle by a dancer
named Sweet Pea on a party
bus? That’s taking it to a whole
new level.
Backhands to Breaking Bad
for ending this Sunday. Now
all our meth-related media has
to come from those terrifying
commercials.

Alan Rolph/Montana Kaimin
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Big ups to Sen. Ted Cruz
for standing on his feet for 21
hours and quoting Dr. Suess.
Regardless of your stance on
the issue, you have to commend
a guy who is willing to stand
for what he believes in while
simultaneously compromising
the integrity of his argument.
Backhands to Stephen Colbert for winning an Emmy over
the weekend, proving once and
for all the staunchest conservatives are in fact under-cover
comedians.

bjorn.bergeson@umontana.edu
@ursadabear

Big ups to Google. We’re
celebrating 15 years of deleting our browsing history every
time our girlfriend walks in
the room.
Backhands to all of this
fucking rain. Listen, we get it,
you like to make morning commutes miserable and Crotch
Soak an epidemic. And hey, a
little rain is actually nice. But
you’re free to let up a bit whenever you feel like it. Thanks.

cover photo by Kelsey Wardwell/Montana Kaimin

got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
GOT NEWS? We’ve
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.
The Montana Kaimin, in its
116th year, is published by the
students of the University of
Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the
Montana Kaimin for practice
courses but assumes no control
over policy or content.
The Montana Kaimin is
printed on campus by
Printing and Graphics.
Send letters to the editor to
editor@montanakaimin.com.
Editorials are discussed and
written by Kaimin editors.
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NEWS

CAMPUS

Enrollment decline continues
Megan Petersen
Montana Kaimin
Enrollment at the University of
Montana declined for the fourth
consecutive semester, dropping
by 418 students from last fall.
This semester’s enrollment is
14,525 — a 7.3 percent decrease
from the all-time high of 15,669 in
fall 2011.
Large graduating and smaller
incoming classes are to blame for
this year’s low enrollment, provost Perry Brown said.
Brown said the 2008 recession
prompted many people to go
back to school, which resulted in
record-breaking enrollment numbers in 2010 and 2011. And now,
with those large classes out in the
work force, UM just hasn’t seen
an incoming class pushing the record-breaking years.
“You’re not going to fill that
hole in one year,” Brown said.
Brown said the effects of the

low enrollment aren’t going to
hit students too hard. It will not
immediately affect tuition rates,
which have already been set for
this year and next.
“Over time, adjustments will
be made to fit the size of the student body,” Brown said. “But students probably won’t see much
difference.”
With low enrollment, the University might take out sections of
classes next year, decreasing class
availability. However, Brown is
optimistic that the downward
trend is going to change.
“We’re right on the bottom of
the curve,” he said. “We’re ready
to start moving on the upward
trajectory.”
The University has changed
recruitment strategies to bring in
more students next year. Brown
said prospective students have already received a UM poster. They
will also get an application booklet
and three more documents about

academics, life at UM and the success of students and faculty.
In years past, most recruitment
attempts have been focused on
email exchanges.
“Frankly, students see (emails)
— parents don’t,” Brown said.
“We’re making a lot more contact
with prospective students and
parents than we have in the last
years.”
To retain more students, the
Office of Student Success runs
advising and study programs, as
well as Operation Freshman Recovery to help freshmen on probation stay in school.
“We need to look continuously … at how we’re meeting the
needs of the student body,” said
Beth Howard, director of undergraduate advising at OSS. “The
spotlight is thrown on all of us
when the numbers are low, but we
should always be looking at that
anyway.”
megan.petersen@umontana.edu
@mlp208
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List of UM students,
faculty headed to feds
Ashley Nerbovig
Montana Kaimin
Names of University of Montana
faculty and students will be sent to
the U.S. Department of Justice on
Dec. 31 to prove that UM is meeting the agreement reached with the
DOJ in May.
The names of students who
have not completed the University’s
training will be sent to the DOJ, according to the agreement. Faculty
names will also be submitted, regardless of whether they have taken
UM’s discrimination tutorial.
Some faculty members consulted attorney John Schulte amid concerns that UM has the ability to force
them to take the tutorial, as well as
the consequences they would face
if they don’t take it. Schulte would
not say which faculty members had
spoken to him.
He said faculty worried their
names would be sent to the DOJ regardless of whether they completed
the tutorial.
“That fact on its face can be disturbing to some people,” Schulte
said.
Many of them also felt the tutorial was poorly put together, Schulte
said.
Schulte said the agreement
between the University and DOJ
states that it applies to the entire

faculty but that there is no “clean or
neat answer” to where the authority
comes from for the University to enforce this tutorial.
“I’m not deep enough into it,
there is issues involving faculty
bargaining … and then there is the
whole issue of contract law,” Schulte
said.
Schulte said no faculty have
asked him to pursue legal action
yet, and that while there are probably some issues that could be addressed, the question for the faculty
is whether that path is a wise investment of their time and money.
“There has been a group of faculty members who wanted to talk
about (the resolution),” Schulte said.
“We’re just trying to get the communication process going and hopefully we can come to a resolution.”
Schulte said the resolution is a
binding agreement, but it could be
modified if UM and the DOJ agree
on changes.
Hayden Ausland, a professor
of classics at UM, said he’d have to
look at all the ins and outs before
committing to a lawsuit, but that he
is sure there are members of faculty
who would consider it.
“It’s a matter of principal,” Ausland said. “For people of a certain
generation, it’s reminiscent of things
in the 1950s, Joe McCarthy holding
See NAMES, page 12
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A SEMESTER OF NOURISHMENT

How much did we eat in the Food Zoo last semester?
Information compiled by Madelyn Beck

Kaimin Yesterday’s
Files news today
compiled by Jess Field

orange juice
coffee
1% chocolate milk
2% milk
skim milk
Dasani
Coca-Cola
Powerade
Dr. Pepper
Diet Coke
local beef
whole, unfrozen chickens
local apples
bananas
chicken strips
last chicken strip day

1,176 gallons
194,100 8-oz. cups
1,975 gallons
1,731 gallons
1,435 gallons
18,072 20oz bottles
728 1-liter bottles
2,850 gallons
2,010 gallons
1,830 gallons
1,710 gallons
11,517 lbs
2,622 lbs
7,040 lbs
13,640 lbs
3,740 lbs
530 lbs
data supplied by Mo Memoli, UM Dining

1993

2003

Hall-of-famer and former
University of Montana athletic
director George “Jiggs” Dahlberg passed away at age 93.
“In my mind, concerning
Grizzly athletics, he is the Papa
Bear,” said Bill Schwanke, who
spent 20 years as the “voice of
the Grizzlies.”

Talk show host David Letterman woke up to a bear in his
cabin located west of Choteau.
When the bear refused to
leave, Letterman enlisted the
help of a local teenager. Brandon Lightner showed up with
M-80s, problem solved.
“If you ever are in that situation, call a high-school kid,”
Letterman told viewers.

The Board of Regents allowed UM to sell $30 million
in bonds for campus improvements and construction, causing student fees to rise.
UM set a new record with
10,828 students enrolled fall semester.
Missoula police arrested
two men outside Jesse Hall for
selling cosmetics door-to-door
without a business license.
“The only solicitors we ever
let in are the Girls Scouts,” said
resident assistant Evelyn Scooter.

Montana joined 22 other
states that received an “F” for
U.S. history teaching standards.
Two UM students were
charged with selling hundreds
of fake Montana driver’s licenses across the state. The fakes
looked real under dim light
and cost underage drinkers
$20-$35.
A video of a black bear made
national news after Montana
Fish, Wildife and Parks tranquilized the animal. The bear
fell from a tree, bounced off a
trampoline, and face planted.
Google “Bear Trampoline” to
see the video.
The University Center became one of the newest “hot
spots” in Missoula.

jess.field@umontana.edu

hey waited until
nightfall when the
villagers of Bol were
sleeping.
Carrying
nothing more than an overnight bag and passport, Sarah
Halvorson and five other Peace
Corps volunteers took off over
the moonlit Sahara dunes.
Halvorson looked back toward her home of nearly a year
on the Chad River. The desert
air was cold on that December
night in 1990 as a coup against
President Hissène Habré shook
the central African nation of
Chad. Thousands of political
killings and systematic tortures occurred under Habré’s
dictatorship, according to the
international watchdog agency
Human Rights Watch.
Halvorson, then 22, had
been in the region for less than
a year when the country boiled
over.
Only one road led to the capital, N’Djamena, where planes
waited to evacuate foreigners
— the same road members of
the falling government were
using to flee the country.
"The coup has been successful,” their radio blared. "Habré
has been pushed out — there is
lawlessness, looting and rampaging in the capital's streets —
one of three evacuating flights
has already left."
For nearly 36 hours, the volunteers relied on BBC News
Africa for updates on the war as
they made their way to the capital — there was no phone and
no one to tell them what to do.
But then, the radio was gone.
alvorson, who now
works at the University of Montana, was
pulled toward the
Peace Corps during her junior
year at St. Olaf College. The English and Asian studies major
spent six months abroad, immersing herself in the cultures
of countries like Egypt, India
and Nepal.
“I saw a lot of poverty, so
much poverty, yet I saw amazing examples of people trying
Continued on next page

Photos
courtesy
of Sarah
Halvorson
(Above)
Sarah
Halvorson
(standing
in back)
and other
Peace
Corp volunteers
in Chad
before
evacuation.

(Left)
Sarah
Halvorson
and one
of her
closest
volunteer
friends
play with
camels in
Chad.

Community Health Members in Madagascar weigh village children.

to address community needs,”
Halvorson said. “I had a real
interest in trying to understand
community resilience.”
After returning from the
program in 1989, Halvorson
applied to the Peace Corps and
was posted in Chad, a nation
most volunteers avoided.
Arriving in Bol, she quickly
learned the villagers took deep
pride in their horsemanship, a
tradition born of both passion
and practicality in the vast,
empty desert.
Halvorson soon had a horse
of her own named Zeoro.
She immersed herself in the
Chadian culture — she especially loved the Muslim ritual of
prayer five times a day, though
she did not convert.
Bol is a gardening community in the channels of Lake
Chad, whose waters they only
saw three weeks out of the year
due to drought. When the water
receded, the villagers used the
rich soil for growing corn.
Using her background in irrigation techniques, Halvorson
focused on clean water resources for Bol.
She had been there nearly a
year when a telegram arrived
from the Peace Corps director
notifying PCVs that he wanted
to meet in the capital.
That was code for, "Shit is hitting the fan, get the hell out of
there,” Halvorson said.
At 3 a.m. on Nov. 31, 1990,
Halvorson and the other volunteers walked to the house of
a white-haired PCV who had a
truck. The small group began
driving across the desert.
As dawn broke, they stopped
in a village where they knew of

an American non-profit worker.
After they arrived, a group
of four soldiers pulled up to
the worker’s house with AK47s raised and demanded their
truck, diesel fuel and money.
The men wore green fatigues
and looked ragged, Halvorson
remembers. She could see the
fear in their eyes — they were
as desperate to flee Chad as
the PCVs. Halvorson surprised
herself, keeping panic at bay as
her mind calmly ticked through
the possibilities: If the soldiers
wanted to escape, kidnapping
the volunteers would only
heighten their risk; if they wanted to kill the volunteers, they
would have simply done so and
taken what they wanted.
Together, the PCVs answered
the soldiers’ demands. They
lied.
The soldiers could have the
truck, but it didn’t run. They
had no diesel or money.
In too much of a hurry, the
soldiers continued on.
The taste of fear stayed with
Halvorson when the Chadian
villagers told the seven Americans to hide. If Chadians —
strong people callused to danger — were scared, Halvorson
knew it was bad.
Halvorson and the others took shelter in the village
leader's compound — a mud
hut surrounded by a gated wall
10 feet high. They were finally
able to use a radio to contact the
American embassy. In the darkness, they huddled in sleeping
bags and listened to BBC News
from the leader’s courtyard.
"The capital is in chaos," the
voice on the radio said.
Suddenly, they heard a truck
pull up outside the gate with

Photo courtesy of Kelsey Nelson

soldiers yelling in Chadian-Arabic.
Someone had turned them
in.
The women ran into the hut
and the men to the cover of the
compound latrine as the soldiers entered the courtyard.
"Where are the white people?" the soldiers shouted at the
village leader with AK-47s in
hand.
Heart pounding, Halvorson
tried to control her breathing.
She put a hand on a shoulder
of the trembling volunteer next
to her, whose nervous laughter
threatened to expose them.
Watching from the cover of
an awning, Halverson saw the
white-haired PCV burst out
of his hiding spot, screaming,
"Here I am – I am alone."
He looked confused, almost
deranged. Like an elderly man
on the edge of losing his mind,
Halvorson thought. His thinness accentuated the look of
madness.
She waited to hear gunfire.
She waited to see her friend
killed. She waited to be discovered.
Instead, the soldiers settled
for taking everything in sight
that belonged to the Americans
before leaving — including the
radios.
The volunteers had to run
again.
The village leader escorted
them to the neighboring blacksmith town. Halvorson watched
the lights of fleeting trucks
all night, not knowing the village leader was being held at
gunpoint by soldiers looking
for "the whites." She also didn't
know the leader had successfully given their location to the

embassy.
The following day, a Frenchman piloting a helicopter came
for them, and they caught the
final flight out of the capital to
Paris.
"There was a sense of 'American guilt,'" Halvorson said, "being able to leave and not knowing what would happen to the
Chadians stuck in the conflict,
people who had worked to protect us."
oday, Halvorson is a
geography professor
at UM. She also gives
advice to students
thinking of joining the Peace
Corps.
In the 52 years since the
Peace Corps’ inception, nearly
800 UM grads have served in
the program, according to the
UM Peace Corps representatives’ office. Missoula leads the
nation per capita for volunteers
serving with the Peace Corps,
and Montana ranks third in the
country, the office reported in
May.
In April 2011, the University
began the Peace Corps Prep
program, becoming the third
university in the country — and
the first public university — to
offer preparation certification.
Peter Koehn, one of the cocreators of the program and a
political science professor, said

there are no other universities
west of the Mississippi with a
prep program. UM is also the
only university to offer seven
specialist courses that parallel
areas the Peace Corps targets,
such as agriculture, health or
civic engagement, Koehn said.
But according to UM Peace
Corps program director Teresa
Sobieszczyk, budget cuts have
left the department struggling
despite its growing popularity.
Over 17 percent was cut from
the total operations budget this
year, she said. Flexible income,
such as supplies and events,
took a 78 percent cut.
"We will literally be turning
the phones off next month," Sobieszczyk said.
mily Rich, a 2013 UM
graduate in sociology,
said the reason she entered the Peace Corps
is the same reason she entered
social work: a love for listening
to someone's story and grasping
an inkling of what their life is
like.
Veteran volunteers have cautioned her against naive idealism.
"They told me I could leave
right away," Rich said. "All of a
sudden, 27 months hit me. All I
could think was I won't spend
another Christmas with my
Continued on next page

Photo courtesy of Kelsey Nelson
Kelsey Nelson, right, points to her new home in Vohitrindry, Madagascar
after finishing her Peace Corps training.

family and how I hadn't known
that last Christmas."
She knew the Peace Corps
was what she wanted, but she
was 22 years old and had never
left the country. The longest she
had been away from Montana
was three months.
She postponed her leave date
and will move to Ecuador in
May.
The main goal of the Peace
Corps is something many people don't understand, Rich said.
Some join the Peace Corps and
think they are there to help the
"down-trodden poor in third
worlds."

ing with 36 other PCVs, he
headed to the small village of
Libertad del Sur, his new home.
Libertad del Sur is a series of
small farms spread out between
parallel dirt roads with a school
in the center.
Bradbury arrived on Dec. 13,
2011 and began working in the
school to introduce environmental lessons. He convinced a
neighbor to let him use a small
portion of his farm for agricultural projects that would improve their soil.
"Being new to a village and
culture where everything feels
unknown created a sense of
complete incompetence," Bradbury said.

ery and three months working several jobs while applying
for scholarships to pay for his
travels, Bradbury returned to
Libertad del Sur to finish what
he started — this time separate
from the Peace Corps.
elsey Nelson decided to enter the
Peace Corps to build
relationships in the
global community. A photojournalism graduate from UM, she
is putting this belief to the test
in Vohitrindry, a small farming
village on the southeast coast of
Madagascar.
Nelson will not come home
until May 2015.
Alongside the village doctor,

Photo courtesy of Kelsey Nelson
A Madagascar woman braids Nelson’s hair, “Gasy style.” The villagers teased Nelson that her hair was too soft.

"We are not there to play God
in other countries," she said. "I
am trying to go in a different
light — I am going overseas to
understand another culture."
Rich said volunteers are told
to expect sicknesses such as
giardia caused by microscopic
parasites. PCVs are given a doit-yourself medical kit, as most
local hospitals fall short of U.S.
standards, she said.
She believes the experience
will be worth it all.
"I think my view is going to
change even more when I get in
the country," she said. "Honestly, I think my view is still a little
idealized at this point."
he UM Peace Corps
Master’s International
Program is what drew
Mason Bradbury to
Montana for his master’s in International Conservation and
Development in the fall of 2011.
Six months later, he felt the
jungle heat hit his face as he
stepped off the plane in Paraguay. After ten weeks of train-

One afternoon as he helped
a neighbor lift a cut-down tree,
Bradbury slipped. He felt pain
in his lower back but ignored it.
He woke up early the following
day to visit a friend, catching
the only bus, which left at 4 a.m.
"I bent over to pick up my
flip-flops and sneezed," he said,
shaking his head and laughing.
The result was a herniated
disk in his back, though he
didn't know it at the time. After
roughly four months of coping,
Bradbury contacted a doctor
and the Peace Corps medical
staff sent him back to the United
States for surgery.
While the Peace Corps offers
medical leave, the time it took
for Bradbury to recover was too
long to return as a volunteer.
"I had been on site for seven
months, long enough to build
relationships, but I still had a
sense of trying to prove myself
to the community," Bradbury
said. "I felt I hadn’t yet done
what I was supposed to do."
After six months of recov-

Nelson works with 37 community health workers in eight surrounding villages. The workers
are trained to deal with malaria and signs of dehydration.
They also vaccinate and weigh
babies, focusing on children
younger than five, who are most
vulnerable.
The workers are volunteers
with other day jobs, so staying
motivated can be a challenge.
A big part of Nelson's job is to
keep their spirits up, she said.
"I show them how important
they are to their communities,
and it is so rewarding to see
them feel (that)," Nelson wrote
in an email.
Nelson said she is in love
with Madagascar and the work
she gets to do. She is one of the
lucky PCVs posted close to fellow volunteers. They often
spend nights playing board
games by candlelight. When fatigue or homesickness kicks in
they boost each other’s morale.
Nelson is building close relationships with the people in

her village. Her best friends, she
said, are all under 10 years old.
A few weeks ago, a villager summoned Nelson to her
house. She found the woman’s
two grandchildren lying on the
floor. The smaller of the two
was the oldest, the grandmother explained. She asked Nelson
what was wrong with him.
"He was four but looked only
nine months old … and I had no
answer,” Nelson said. "I felt terrible not knowing and not being
able to help her and her grandson."
The children’s mother had
abandoned
them,
Nelson
learned, and the grandmother,
too old to work, was trying her
best to care for them.
Nelson took them to a doctor
— the first time the grandmother had ever met one.
"It was the first time I saw a
whole family really struggling,
and it broke my heart," Nelson
said. "I left feeling sick … it was
the first time I cried in country."
For Matthew English, a 2009
UM graduate with a geography degree, the scary part was
not warfare or disease — it was
loneliness and isolation.
After spending 10 months
in Mali from 2011-2012, he was
evacuated when the political
climate became too unstable.
He was reassigned to Morocco
last January and will stay until
2015.
At times, English said he is
verbally harassed for not being Muslim. However, there
are also moments he cherishes
when he makes a true connection with someone in country.
Somehow, he said, he had
"forgotten that there would be
starving children" in Mali. Even
harder was the realization that
he couldn’t help them the way
he had hoped — by establishing a sustainable well that could
serve the community for generations — due to their surrounding conditions.
He had to tell his village he
would not raise money to build
a failed project. He instead
launched a project to try to
protect local spring water from
bacteria and provide a potable
source for the village. He was
evacuated before he could finish.
"Leaving the poor village to
watch the country fall into war
from the safety of America was
the hardest thing I have ever
had to go through," he said. "The
privilege of being American really messed with my head."
y January of 1991, the
conflict in Chad had
quieted enough for
Sarah Halvorson and
her fellow PCVs to be allowed
back on their sites — but not for

long.
Around Christmas, Habré’s
overthrown forces tried to reclaim power.
When Halvorson returned
from celebrations in the capital,
the remains of a battle littered
the outskirts of her village. She
could smell the fire from the
trucks, still flipped and smoking from explosions.
The volunteer were told to
leave for good. No PCVs have
returned since.
Heartbroken, Halvorson was
dispatched with a driver and a
teacher to collect the PCVs’ belongings and tie up loose ends,
including selling their horses
and telling the villagers that the
Peace Corps was pulling out.
"All they knew is if the Peace
Corps were leaving, it meant
their country was no longer
stable," Halvorson said. "It took
away part of their hope."
Halvorson said her experiences helped her come to terms
with the gap between what
PCVs hope to do and what they
can actually accomplish.
"PCVs might have the impression, 'I'm an American and
can correct or improve the situation I'm placed in,'" Halvorson
said.
After living in Chad for more
than two years, Halvorson said
she realized the problems of
the country were structural in
nature and socioeconomic on a
level that PCVs couldn’t do anything about.
"Once I realized that, I knew
there were a lot of things I simply wouldn’t be able to fix," she
said. “However, PCVs can make
tremendous things happen at
a local level. And if we stay focused, time will show the improvements."
In 1992, Halverson moved to
southern Chad and partnered
with NGOs working on a project to help Chadian children
survive.
She returned to the United
States for further education and
has since continued to work on
water issues in South Asia.
Though her office in Stone
Hall feels far removed from her
days in Chad, she is still pulling from her experiences in
worlds far away as she teaches
students.
For Halvorson, PCVs make
an impact in communities —
but it takes time to change the
world.
Twenty-one years ago, when
the Imam prayed over black and
white strings for Halvorson’s
safety the night before rescue
came, she had no idea where
her service in the Peace Corps
would lead.
katheryn.houghton@umontana.edu
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Hip-Hop Anonymous: Who is Traff the Wiz?
Matt Hudson
Montana Kaimin
The core of Missoula’s musical landscape is choked
with acoustic guitars, lengthy
jam medleys and laptop sampling programs. While certain
sounds regularly plant dozens
of bouncing carabiner keychains in front of stages, a closer look reveals that other styles
of music exist in some corners.
Missoula really offers the
eclectic listener a healthy variety, including an emerging hiphop scene. Somewhere in the
mix sits Traff the Wiz, a regular
dude with a positive outlook
and a knack for big words. No
gangster rhetoric or painfully slow verses. Traff’s music is
more likely to make you think
than spark a party.
“I just try to stay with classic hip-hop and always try to
keep it easy to listen to,” he
said. “I don’t really know what
it is I guess. It’s just my style
— something I have no control
over.”
The 27-year-old Traff, also
known as Brian O’Neill, started rapping with his friends
at 14. With the absence of bigname shows or a large music
scene in his small hometown
of Troy, O’Neill said he grew
up with hip-hop through his
album collection.
It’s heard in his music. The
focus is on lyrics and wordplay,
constructed efficiently but not
intended to be simple. He blasts

through long strings of words
in his verses with an emphasis
on rhyme, reminiscent of the
mainstays in sub-mainstream
hip-hop. Think Slug from Atmosphere without the self-deprecation.
Since moving to Missoula
five years ago, O’Neill has built
up a network of associates in a
hip-hop community that is contained but growing. He hooked
up with area rapper Tonsofun
to create the promotional outfit
Zoo Effort.
He also worked with the
Codependents and producer Shadow Deveraux to start
RezErected Records. The label
involves Tonsofun and several
other artists to form a regional hip-hop collective. O’Neill
said that by pooling resources,
the regional scene as a whole is
seeing a bit more success.
“It’s building every year,
I’ve noticed,” he said. “It started with just a few emcees and a
couple hip-hop bands, and now
there’s tons of emcees and DJs
coming out of the woodworks.”
O’Neill’s third album as
Traff the Wiz is titled “These
Things Take Time” and was released in August. The production is polished, with layered
music tracks and well-mixed
vocals — qualities not always
found in independent hip-hop
releases.
He worked with producer
and Secret Powers keyboardist
Shmed Maynes to make what
O’Neill called his most mean-

Hunter D’Antuono/Montana Kaimin
Traff the Whiz hosts an open mic night at the Broadway Bar in Missoula on Thursday evening. Traff won Best HipHop at this year’s Zoo Music Awards.

ingful work to date. The effort
is a musical portrait of his last
five years in Missoula. That’s
how long it has been in the
works.
The hackneyed idea that
most musicians claim multiple
influences is proved true on the
album, for good or ill. Multiple
tracks on “These Things Take
Time” are full-on rock songs, a
blend that rarely hits with hiphop fans. That was an angle
that O’Neill and Maynes consciously pursued.
“Each beat that we used for

each track, we’d be like, ‘OK,
let’s make it a rock song,’ but
it’d be a hip-hop song because
I’d rap over it. And the next one,
we’d be like, ‘let’s make it a pop
song, or a jazz song,’” he said.
The stories in the album are
true, he said, including one line
that goes, “used to booze a lot
on my high school rooftop.”
O’Neill said he and his friends
would sneak up to the top of
Troy High School and drink
beers.
That sort of imagery is reflective of Traff the musician.

His presentation isn’t wrapped
in layers of gimmicks or bravado. With a patient demeanor
and glazed eyes, O’Neill won’t
stand out in a crowd of Missoula residents, but he’s set on
raising the profile of Missoula
hip-hop.
“I want to hold down Montana for as long as I can,” he
said. “There’s still work to be
done in the scene for the state,
to let the other 49 states know
that we’re actually making hiphop here.”
matt.hudson@umontana.edu
@sanfordish

MISSOULA

From the slammer to the stage: Local author changes lives for convicts
Jesse Flickinger
Montana Kaimin
Over an unreliable phone
line, Michael Singleton’s voice
cracked explaining his mentality while imprisoned.
“I was tired of gangs,” Singleton said. “I knew I needed
to change my life, but I didn’t
know how. I just knew I didn’t
want to go back to prison anymore.”
That’s where Leah Joki
stepped in.
In her 18 years as a facilitator for California’s former
Arts-in-Corrections program,
Joki taught or performed theater in almost every California
penitentiary.

“I loved working with these
guys,” Joki said. “You can challenge people to do something
with their life, even though
most of them aren’t getting
out.”
Her memoir “Julliard to Jail”
chronicles her journey from the
revered stage of Julliard, a New
York-based performing arts
school, to a life teaching theater
in maximum-security male
prisons for California’s Arts in
Corrections program, including its successes and political
demise in 2003.
Singleton met Joki in 1996
during his second stint at a
California state prison. Singleton began to minimize his
contact with the people around

him and begin focusing on
learning everything that Joki’s
Arts-in-Corrections program
offered.
“Leah mentioned to me that
they were getting ready to do a
‘Shakespeare behind Bars’ program,” Singleton said. “I said
‘That’s great Leah, but good
luck with that.’”
Singleton was unsure about
joining, but Leah asked him to
take the week to think about it
anyway.
“I remember Michael Singleton very well,” Joki said. “He
was a big guy, he was really
smart and he was very literate,
which was not common in prison.”
That particular weekend,

through a TV in his cell, Singleton happened upon an unlikely
movie that would help shift his
attitude.
“They played a movie
through the prison’s direct video feed,” Singleton said. “It was
‘Desperado,’ the one with Antonio Banderas, but it had a guy
named Danny Trejo in it.
“I knew Danny from before prison, met him at a rehab
meeting. He was a hardcore
gang member, but he was able
to turn his life around,” Singleton said.
Trejo is known for his roles
in films such as “From Dusk
‘Till Dawn”, “Heat” and most
recently, “Machete.”
“I thought if this guy could

do it, then I can do it. So I told
Leah I’d do the show.”
Singleton began rehearsing
with Joki for ten weeks. They
would perform ten shows in
two weeks.
“For these guys to learn
Shakespeare, that wasn’t easy,”
Joki said. “It’s hard for trained
actors to do Shakespeare, but
they did a great job.”
“We had everyone from
Southern
California
gang
members, black militant Muslims, white guys, Jewish guys
all getting together,” Singleton said. “And they would say,
‘There is no way you guys get
through this without killing
each other,’ but we did it.”
See CONVICTS, page 9
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Spontaneous Construction: Stop, hammer time
Bjorn Bergeson
Montana Kaimin
Gentlepeople of Missoula,
start your building. Home ReSource, the building materials reuse center, is kicking off its ninth
annual Spontaneous Construction event Saturday at 9 a.m.
Spontaneous Construction, or
Spon-Con, is a building competition. Teams and individuals have
seven hours to build anything
they can, out of the materials onsite at Home ReSource. At the end
of the competition, judges choose
the best construction project. The
winners are rewarded with a
$200 Home ReSource gift certificate. All finalists will have their
work displayed downtown in
the old Macy’s building on Front
Street, before auctioning them off

CONVICTS
From page 8
Joki explained that Michael
feared the ridicule he might
face from other inmates.
“What was transforming for
Michael was he thought they
were going to get mocked and
laughed at,” Joki said. “But the
other inmates thought it was
amazing. You had all these
guys from different backgrounds who knew their lines,
and they’re doing ‘Henry V.’”
The process changed Singleton’s life — especially a letter Leah gave him after their
last performance.
“The letter talked about
the creative process and how
it could break down barriers
stronger than concrete and
steel,” Singleton said. “I took it
to heart.”
The program taught Singe-

later in October.
Abe Coley, Home ReSource
coordinator for the event, said
that Spon-Con made $14,000 for
Home ReSource last year.
“We do a lot of work in the
community,” Coley said. “We
create jobs through various programs like this, so money really
helps with things like that.”
While it’s called a competition,
Spon-Con is all about the community, Coley said.
“There are no losers in SponCon. Everyone gets a prize,” Coley said.
Home ReSource threw the
first Spon-Con in 2004 as a birthday celebration for the co-op. The
non-profit collects used and discarded home construction supplies and sells them on the cheap,
making it a do-it-yourself home

improvement paradise.
This year, over 30 teams are
competing, and Spon-Con will
have two divisions of contestants:
a professional group and a general group.
“The pro group gets access
to more material, and they have
power supplied to their work stations,” Coley said.
Coley said this makes a difference for any saw work a team
wants to do. The general group
has to use one of two wood-cut
stations, and sometimes waiting
in line for a cut eats up time.
At last year’s event, the team
from Butterfly Properties won it
all by making a table and chairs
out of gardening tools.
“We used pitchforks for the
base of the table, and the backs
of the chairs, and shovels for the

seats,” said Marilyn Marler of
Butterfly Properties.
The returning champions are
keeping quiet about their project
this year.
“We’ve got a plan, but it’s top
secret,” Marler said. “I can’t tell
you anything.
Also in the professional group,
1,000 New Gardens is taking a
shot at Spon-Con this year. The
green thumb student group
plans on doing something garden related, though they’re playing it by ear.
“If I were concerned with
winning, then I’d show up with
blueprints,” 1,000 New Gardens
member Ellie Duncan said. “This
event is always a lot of fun. It’s a
celebration of creativity and resourcefulness.”
The only limitations on what

teams can build are their imaginations, and the resources available. And sometimes the end result gets a little strange.
“I think the weirdest thing I’ve
seen built was when the KGBA
team built urinal chimes,” Coley
said.
“Home ReSource provides a
place where people can donate
material that otherwise would go
to the dump,” Marler said. “It’s
a really fun awareness-raising
thing.”
Aside from the building
events, Spon-Con also offers up
all the goods to spectators: food,
music and beverages. And while
the professional category is filled
up, registration is still open for the
general group, and community
involvement is encouraged.

ton to respect himself.
“I had forgotten I had given
everyone in that cast a letter,”
Joki said. “Michael said he kept
the letter because it always reminded him to keep on working and to stay creative.”
The letter worked. Singleton
was released from prison on
July 19, 1997, and hasn’t been
back.
“It’s not been easy, but it’s
definitely been worth it,” Singleton said. “She saved my
life.”
Singleton has since carved
a successful career in TV and
film production. He’s also
worked in live music and as
a music tech for touring rock
bands.
The process of writing the
book took six years for Joki.
She said it was a difficult book
to wrangle because it covered a
large span of her life.

“It was very tricky making
sure I could back up absolutely everything,” Joki said. “The
book uses a lot of real names
and real people.”
Joki graduated with a degree
in acting from UM in 1980 and
wanted to pursue it further.
“I just knew that I needed
more training, and I was fortunate enough that I got one
of the last spots at Julliard that
year,” Joki said.
After graduating from Julliard, a good friend contacted
Joki with news that the state
of California was auditioning
actors to do improvisational
theater in a juvenile detention
facility.
“There were about 40 of us
auditioning and it was an eight
hour audition,” Joki said. “But I
ended up getting the one white
girl slot.
“I thought it’d be fun, it’d

be interesting and they paid,
which was good, but I definitely didn’t think I was going to
take an 18-year diversion,” Joki
said. “But I absolutely loved it.”
Joki recently finished her
MFA in acting through UM and
will perform her one-woman
show “Prison Boxing,” which
is abstractly based on her life
working in the system.
Local Missoula author Joshua Kelly is directing the show,
and has praise for the book.
“What’s beautiful about the
memoir is that is done in a way
that cannot be told by anyone
else,” Kelly said. “It gives us a
vulnerable view of Leah that is
courageous and honest.”
The show uses the technique
of Rasaboxes, an acting method
that is based off of the performance of nine essential human
emotions that are located in a
grid. Joki will be performing
12-14 characters in this grid on

a given performance, including
herself.
“Leah paints a portrait of an
environment we don’t always
get to see,” Kelly said. “She
strips away all the evil associated with the system and shows
us the humanity that’s there.”
For Joki, the most rewarding experience in her journey
through the prison system to
finalizing her memoir has been
the people she’s had the chance
to work with and the lives she’s
touched.
“When you see people really turn their life around, that’s
what means everything to me.”
“Julliard to Jail” can be
purchased at local bookstores
and digitally through Amazon. “Prison Boxing” will be
performed at the Downtown
Dance Collective on Oct. 18, 19,
25 and 26 at 7:30 p.m. For more
information, visit leahjoki.com.

bjorn.bergeson@umontana.edu
@Ursadabear

jesse.flickinger@umontana.edu
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Griz look for first real win of the season

Karl Schneider
Montana Kaimin

Even though the Griz started the 2013 season undefeated,
none of their three wins count
toward their conference record.
That might change Saturday
when the Griz begin conference
play at Northern Arizona University. Although Montana beat
Big Sky Conference team North
Dakota two weeks ago, the game
didn’t count as a conference win
because it was scheduled before UND became a conference
member.
“We are ready to go and
get that first conference win
and start our trek toward a Big
Sky championship,” said Montana’s starting left tackle John
Schmaing.
Standing in the way of Montana’s first conference win is No.
24 NAU (2-1 overall) and senior
running back Zach Bauman.
Last year Bauman cut up the
Griz defense for 253 yards rushing and three touchdowns on
the way to a 41-31 Lumberjacks
victory.
“He is just one of those special
guys,” said Montana head coach
Mick Delaney. “He has great vision. He’s got really, really good

speed and he plays a lot bigger
than his 5-foot-10, 195-pound
weight on the program. He’s the
real deal. He’ll be playing on
Sundays, I can almost guarantee
that.”
But the Griz defense looks
poised to limit Bauman’s productivity. Montana has held its
opponents to a combined 37
points, with an average of 104.6
rushing yards per game, good
for 17th in the nation.
With the Griz front seven
honed in on Bauman, the Montana secondary will have to deal
with NAU’s big wide receivers.
Although the Griz secondary
has limited its opponents to an
average of 181 passing yards per
game, it will play Saturday without one of its starters.
Free safety Matt Hermanson,
who ranks second on the team
with 17 tackles, was arrested early Sunday morning for criminal
mischief and will sit out Saturday’s contest as part of a onegame suspension.
Delaney is confident Hermanson’s replacement, senior Steven
Rominger, will fill in nicely.
“Any time you don’t have a
starter it hurts,” Delaney said.
“The last two years when somebody couldn’t play for whatever

reason, the guy that went in to
replace him has taken his chance
and played really, really well. I
would expect that to be the same
this weekend.”
As for the Montana offense,
it will strive to keep its momentum.
The Griz have outscored their
opponents 132-37 this season, using a balanced offensive attack to
gain 755 passing yards and 741
rushing yards.
Schmaing said Montana’s
new pro-style offense is one reason for the near-symmetry.
“I definitely enjoy playing
in this new offense,” Schmaing
said. “I enjoyed the last offense
too, but this one is a lot more dynamic. It gives you a lot more options. It gives you a better chance
to control the game, and I feel it
gives us a much better shot at
being consistent throughout a
game.”
Leading the NAU defense will
be standout cornerback Lucky
Dozier — who recorded four interceptions last season, good for
a share of the BSC lead — and a
secondary that plays primarily
man-to-man defense.
“The only way you can do that
is if you have a lot of confidence
in your corners, and they do,”

Tommy Martino/Montana Kaimin
The Grizzlies breezed past the Oklahoma Panhandle State University Aggies
47-14 on Sept. 20 in Washington-Grizzly Stadium.

Delaney said. “Their corners are
pretty darn physical. They get
their hands on you, they reroute
you and they run well. That will
be a fun matchup.”
NAU may find its biggest advantage in conditioning. Playing
in Flagstaff’s Walkup Skydome
at 6,880 feet elevation could affect the play of the Grizzlies. But
neither Delaney nor his players
are worried about the lack of oxygen, and believe maintaining
discipline will be the biggest factor in the game.
“I just kind of figure that if
there is a football field and yard

lines, we can play on it,” defensive lineman Caleb Kidder said.
“If we’ve got any adversity we’ll
handle it. The elevation will be a
little bit of a factor, but I think we
can handle it.”
Delaney said limiting plays
such as Bauman’s 75-yard touchdown run to open last year’s
game will be key.
“It will be the kind of football
game you want to start the conference,” Delaney said.
This week’s game starts Saturday at 7 p.m. broadcasted by
ROOT Sports.
karl.schneider@umontana.edu
@karltschneider

CAMPUS

UM plans facility updates
Andy Bixler
Montana Kaimin
University of Montana Athletic Director Kent Haslam is
wasting no time upgrading the
schools’s athletic facilities.
With the construction of the
athlete academic center set to
begin this spring, Haslam is focusing on updating UM’s locker
rooms.
“They leak, they stink,
they’re unattractive,” Haslam
said. “They aren’t a functional
space.”
The locker room facilities
were built in 1992 and, besides
routine maintenance, haven’t
been updated since. Located
between the Adams Center and
Washington-Grizzly Stadium,
the locker room houses the football, basketball, volleyball and
track and field teams.
But the locker rooms aren’t
the only facilities in need of repair. The weight training rooms
are just as old, and just as outof-date.
Haslam said the weight
training rooms are dark, dank
and dirty. The rooms are divided into three parts, which
makes overseeing lifting difficult for weight coaches. And
when it rains, the roof leaks.

It’s something Haslam said
needs to be fixed.
“Updating those spaces,
making them so you can use
them, and having the space be
more functional is important,”
he said. “The student-athletes
spend the bulk of their time
there. Not on the field performing.”
Haslam said the health of
athletes is also a concern. The
locker rooms are breeding
grounds for mold, and even
more dangerous, the close quarters put athletes in danger of
contracting a staph infection.
“Our locker room right now
is shaped with these corners,
and there isn’t enough space,
so you’ve got 10 linemen who
weigh 280-pounds locking
arms,” Haslam said.
Haslam believes the reason
the facilities have suffered is
simply because of age.
Reid Longley, a Montana
cross-country runner, says he
changes in the locker rooms
and wishes they were nicer.
“The showers are cold sometimes, and it’s a bit crowded
if lots of people are in there,”
Longley said. “They definitely could be in better shape, but
I’m not going to complain about
them.”
See LOCKERS, page 11
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Griz kickers in tight competition for starting spot
Karl Schneider
Montana Kaimin
You probably wouldn’t recognize them walking around
campus. They are average-sized
and unassuming. And while
you almost certainly wouldn’t
peg them as football players,
Chris Lider and Ben Worst play
one of the most pressure-packed
positions on the field: kicker.
A kicker might only step on
the field for a handful of plays
— maybe not at all. One of those
plays could be a last-second
field goal attempt that makes
the difference between Griz
Nation singing your praises or
calling for your head.
With the hopes and wishes
of so many on their shoulder
pads, kickers have to maintain
their composure, clearing their
minds of the thousands of eyes
focused on them.
“I just kind of focus on kicking it the same way every time,”
said Lider, who began the 2013
season as Montana’s starting
kicker for the second year. “I
put myself in situations when
I’m just out practicing on the
field by myself just so I’m kind
of used to it.”

“You pretty much just funnel
(the pressure) in to make yourself play better,” said Worst, a
true freshman. “You can’t be
afraid of it. If you’re afraid of
it, then kicking is obviously not
the spot for you. You have to be
able to get focused off the pressure and get excited about it
and go play. You’ve got to learn
to channel your emotions into
focus.”
Montana named Lider, who
made 15 of 21 field goal attempts last season for the Griz,
the starting kicker after narrowly beating Worst out for the
opportunity late in fall training
camp.
“I really wanted to be out
there,” Worst said. “I just
thought that I’m that close and
if I do something a little different I might be able to get there.”
After Lider’s shaky start to
the season — failing to convert
three extra-point attempts —
Worst got his chance. During
Saturday’s game against Oklahoma Panhandle State University, Delaney showed his
confidence in Worst, giving the
18-year-old his first attempt at
a 50-yard field goal in front of
25,814 fans.

“Well, my thought was that I
thought he could make it,” Delaney said. “That’s why we let
him do it and he did with plenty
to spare.”
The successful 50-yard field
goal was long enough to tie
for sixth in UM history, but
not quite long enough to beat
Worst’s personal best of 52
yards, or even close to trumping
what he’s been doing in practice.
“In practice last week, I hit
a 60-yarder,” said Worst, who
was a perfect three-for-three in
field goals against OPSU. “So
far that’s the longest I’ve done
here, but in high school I hit a
63-yarder in practice.”
“He’s got a live leg,” Delaney
said. “He gets the ball off a little
bit faster than (Lider) does and
gets a little more pop and gets
up in the air a little bit more.”
After Worst’s performance
Saturday, Delaney named him
the starter for this week’s game
against Northern Arizona University.
“I’m actually really excited and I’m really happy
about that,” said the 5-foot-11,
197-pound Worst. “That’s what
I came here to do. I came here
to play.”

Although Worst’s performance against OPSU won him
the Big Sky Conference’s special teams Player of the Week
and locked down the starting
position for this weekend’s conference opener against the Lumberjacks, there is no guarantee
he will keep the job.
“There will still be competition if (Worst) is not able to do
it, but he indicated last Saturday
that he could go in and compete
and do what we ask him to do,”
Delaney said. “If (Worst) happens to struggle then it could
change things. If he doesn’t, then
he’s earned what he’s got.”
Knowing that Lider is right
behind him with an itching
kicking foot, Worst said he won’t
let the idea of being benched affect how he plays.
“I don’t put any more pressure on myself than I did before,” Worst said. “Either way I
want to be the best I can be. If
some weeks Chris has a better
week and he starts, then that’s
what’s best for the team and that
should happen.”

karl.schneider@umontana.edu
@karltschneider
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LOCKERS
From page 10
If large improvements were
made to the locker rooms, it
could also help entice potential
athletes to come play at Montana.
“When you walk in there, it’s
moldy and the showers don’t
work,” Haslam said. “That’s not
going to make prospective athletes want to come here. I’ve seen
the other areas at schools in the
Big Sky. We have really nice facilities; our stadium is one of the
best in the FCS. But our lockers
are probably the worst in the Big
Sky.”
The plan is in the preliminary
stages at the moment — the department is working with an architect to design a viable space,
which will include new showers,
lockers and a weight room.
Once the drawings are done,
Haslam and his staff will raise
funds for the project by soliciting
private donations from boosters.
When the funds are raised, the
department will submit its plan
for approval and set a date to begin construction. UM will have
an idea of estimated costs once
the plans to renovate are completed.
“We don’t need Oregon facilities. We don’t need the Taj Mahal,” Haslam said. “We just need
a functional, safe, healthy area.”
andrew.bixler@umontana.edu
@ambixler3
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Mad props for theater department
Alexander Deedy
Montana Kaimin
Some 4,000 costumes hang
from more than 80 racks on the
third floor of the Interdisciplinary
Sciences Building.
The costumes, owned by the
University of Montana’s School
of Theatre and Dance, are used to
make plays believable.
Yet the costumes are located on
the south side of campus, far away
from the theater.
“They’ve moved several times
over the past few years,” said
Gwen Mann, a marketing student
with a theater minor specializing
in costume design. “We don’t actually have a place for costumes
that we won’t eventually get
kicked out of.”
For now, the costumes sit in
unused space that will eventually
be converted to labs once funding becomes available. But Mann
said the well-lit third floor is better than the costumes’ previous
home, a crowded room in the Fine
Arts Building and a space beneath
the stage of Masquer Theatre.
“Right now it’s great,” Mann
said. “We can actually see them.”
But being able to see the costumes doesn’t mean it’s easy to
find the right piece. The costumes
are unorganized, with each rack
dedicated to similar pieces. Men’s
suit pants cram together on one
rack, next to suit jackets, next to
graduation gowns, next to a box
piled full of hats, next to a rack of
dresses for 80 racks.
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

ENTERTAINMENT
Weekends cabins 30 minutes
from Missoula $45-65/night at
Rock Creek Cabins 251-6611.
FOR SALE
Hookahs and Shisha. 38 Flavors.
2 sizes of charcoal. Bunch of
new hookahs. Joint Effort 1918
Brooks Street in the Holiday
Village Shopping Center.
HELP WANTED
Part time shop clerk at Roxiberry
Frozen Yogurt. 20hrs a week.
Evenings and weekends.
$8.50/hr. Call 317-1814.
The Japanese section of the
Dept of Modern and Classical

montanakaimin

Office Staff

Many of the costumes are donated by people who don’t know
what else to do with old clothing
they find, Mann said. The oldest
piece that gets worn is a gown
from the 1930s.
Eventually, Mann said the program wants to inventory all of
the costumes. The plan is to take
pictures of every piece, list dimensions, material, appropriate era
and any other piece of relevant
information. Then they’ll post all
the information online so theaters
from other states or remote areas
of Montana can view the supply
and rent pieces they need.
It’s a daunting project, but the
costume room is quiet, isolated
and calm.
It’s a different story on the other
side of campus.
Students hustle around the
scene shop in the School of Theatre and Dance, making final
preparations for the play “Avenue
Q,” which premieres Oct. 1.
Actors dressed in black, using
puppets rented from the Broadway production, perform most of
the play. While this simplifies the
costume designer’s job, the play
still needs several props.
Luckily, there are plenty to
choose from. The school stores
props in a giant closet on the main
floor of the PARTV Building, while
several smaller rooms upstairs
hold empty bottles of alcohol and
fake food. There’s also storage in
McGill Hall, the Fine Arts Building and a safe where real weapons
are stored — not to mention all the

Meghan Nolt/Montana Kaimin
Mike Monsos displays a gun mold from a play last year in the PARTV
Building on Wednesday. Monsos is the head of design and technology in
the School of Theatre and Dance.

scenery stored across town at Fort
Missoula in a former prison.
“It’s a creepy, scary place to be,”
said Mike Monsos, head of design
and technology in the School of
Theatre and Dance.
Despite all the storage locations, there’s never enough space.
“We have yet to do a show
where we have everything we
need,” Monsos said. “We always

need something.”
Monsos said students learn
how to make the productions as
believable as possible. Each play
requires students to think creatively when a new prop is needed, but for Monsos that’s what
makes theater fun.
“It’s the mastery of the practical and art of the beautiful.”

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.40 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.50 per 5-word line/day

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
conservation, hunting and
outdoor adventure? Want to write
for a magazine with 200,000+
circulation, a TV show seen in
31 million homes and a website
receiving 170,000 hits per month?
Bugle magazine at RMEF is your
ticket. We offer unpaid internships
that give you the chance to boost
both your skills and résumé
while writing for print, broadcast
and the internet. Email cover
letter, résumé, and three writing
samples to jobs@rmef.org.
PSA
The Jeanette Rankin Peace Center
is showcasing its participants'

ashley.nerbovig@umontana.edu
@nerb11

alexander.deedy@umontana.edu

kiosk

Lang and Lit at UM is seeking
to hire a grad student with native
or near native Japanese/Eng
fluency to teach one section of
first-year Japanese (5 credits)
during spring semester 2014.
Interested persons, especially
those with previous experience,
are asked to send a letter
of interest and CV to Prof
Judith Rabinovitch c/o MCLL
before October 7. Please call
243-5101 (Prof Rabinovitch)
for further information.
INTERNSHIP
Fall & Spring Writing Internships
Are you interested in elk, wildlife

up an envelope and saying I have
a bunch of names here of communists.”
History professor Michael Mayer said he was also reminded of
the 1950s, a time when the rights of
citizens were put aside in favor of a
higher purpose.
“Having a good cause is not any
reason to deny procedural protection,” Mayer said. “Doing the right
thing for the wrong reason — it was
a bad argument then, and it’s a bad
argument now.”
Mayer said he thought UM got
intimidated when the DOJ came
into town, and that administrators
were too frightened of the justice officials in their “black suits.”
“I think (the University) should
have pushed back,” Mayer said.
“What’s the DOJ going to do? Bring
action against them? Let them. “
Lucy France, UM legal counsel,
said the administration has heard
the faculty’s concerns and is addressing them. Asking for a roster
of names to prove people have taken the tutorial is standard procedure for the DOJ, France said.
“We need to make sure all employees understand the parts of Title IX and their part in that,” France
said.
France said the purpose of sending the list is to show that UM has
fulfilled the agreement by educating professors on sexual harassment and discrimination policies.
Ausland said he didn’t feel the
list was right, no matter the context.
“Why should anyone feel more
comfortable as a professor who is a
good old boy and took the tutorial,”
Ausland said. “Why should that be
a requirement for my job?”

creativity in "From Guatamala
to the Garden City: Artists of the
Peace Center." Opens October
4th, 5-8pm in the Community
Room in Jeanette Rankin Peace
Center, located at 519 S. Higgins.
Co-Dependents Anonymous
(CoDA) Meeting Information:
Co-Dependents Anonymous
is a Twelve Step Fellowship
of men and women who
common purpose is recovery
from codependence and the
development and maintenance
of healthy relationships. The
CoDA meeting in the area meets:
On Saturdays at 11:30am at the

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

Fourth D Alano Club (1500 W.
Broadway St. Missoula 59808)
For further information, contact
Koryn H. at 406-493-4431.
SELF STORAGE
Call Today! 406-541-4645
ALL STAR SELF STORAGE
SECURE Facility & NO Deposit!
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted
best of Missoula 2013. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway
Computer Central 542-6540.
M&M Driving School private
driving lessons. 542-1023.
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